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Motivation
●

●

●

Cluster surveys can be a powerful cosmological probe
But to be useful a well characterized selection function is
mandatory
The XXL project (Pierre et al. 14, coming soon) is pursuing a
vigorous effort to:
–

Characterize the survey selection function via realistic cosmological
simulations

–

Use these simulations for other interesting studies:
●
●

●

Investigate the effect of baryonic physics on galaxy clusters
Perform morphological studies

For more info about the XXL project see F. Pacaud talk
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Our approach
●

We employ some of the most advanced cosmological
simulations currently available
–

Hydro simulations
●

–

N-body simulations+analytical modeling of the baryons
●

●

●

Allow us to characterize the impact of baryonic physics
10,000 deg2 maps provide > 100X the volume of the hydro simulations

We introduce a realistic background model and
instrumental effects
We create simulated images and run them through the
XXL analysis chain
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Hydrodynamical simulations
●

●

●

Cosmo-OWLS (Le Brun et al. 2013) from the
OverWhelmingly Large Simulations project
(OWLS: Schaye et al. 2010, McCarthy et al.
2010)
Simulation suite: 400h−1 Mpc periodic volumes
with 2 x 10243 particles in each (gas and dark
matter), probing a volume of ~0.1 Gpc3, z<3
Planck 13 and WMAP7 cosmologies
implemented
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Cosmo-OWLS hydrodynamical
simulations: an example
2

5 x 5 deg , 256 XMM pointings to
cover the area
Images in 0.5-2keV
Pointings: 13' radius separated by
20' as in XXL
No background in this image: it is
added next
We add Poisson noise and
correct for Galactic absorption
from McCammon & Morrison 83
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N-body simulations+analytical
modeling of the baryons
●

●

●

●

We use large-area surveys designed for the Dark
Energy Survey
Light-cone outputs (1, 2.6, 4h−1 Gpc) of 20483
particle N-body simulations, z<2
Minimum resolved halo mass < 1013 h−1 M⊙: entire
population of halos hosting groups and clusters
realized
β-model X-Ray surface brightness templates
applied to all halos
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N-body simulations: an example
5 x 5 square degree, 256 pointings
to cover the area
Images in 0.5-2keV
Pointings: 13' radius separated by
20' as in XXL
No background in this image: it is
added next
We add Poisson noise and
correct for Galactic absorption
from McCammon & Morrison 83
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Adding a realistic background
●

Critical for extended source detection

●

Particle background:
–

●

Resolved AGN background (down to 10-16 erg/cm2/s):
–

●

From spectra accumulated in 200ks "CLOSED" XMM exposures
selected not to have flares
From log(N)-log(S) by Moretti et al. 2003

Diffuse background:
–

From Snowden et al. 08: contributions from Galactic halo, local
hot bubble and unresolved extragalactic sources (mostly AGNs).

–

Soft proton background ~5% of all background: we ignore it
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Simulated XMM images with
background

0.5-2 keV, exposure time 10,000 s, XMM thin filter
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Examples: recovered clusters
from hydro simulations
Red: C1 clusters
Green: C2 clusters
See F. Pacaud's talk for more
info on C1/C2 selection

C1 clusters detected in adjacent
pointings
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CR/HR diagrams: main idea
●

Clerc et al. 12a show that count rate/hardness ratio diagrams (CR/HR) are an
effective way to extract statistical information of the cluster population,
cosmology and cluster physics from purely X-Ray instrumental variables

●

It does not require the knowledge of redshifts

●

HR defined as the ratio of count rates (CR) in two bands, e.g:

CR[1-2keV] / CR[0.5-1keV]
●

●

They can be thought of as a Color/Magnitude Diagram in X-Rays
Successfully applied to the XCLASS sample of serendipitous XMM clusters (Clerc
et al. 12b)

●

For cosmo-OWLS simulations we have images in 100 eV energy bins in 0.5-2 keV

●

We can use those to create simulated CR/HR diagrams
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CR/HR diagrams and XXL
●

●

●

We plan to run a full MCMC cosmological analysis on
our simulated data using X-Ray variables as the
sole observables
Interesting questions we want to address:
–

How does this analysis compare with Fisher based ones?
(A. Valotti et al., to be submitted)

–

In our analyses we assume β = 2/3: how does this affect
our results?

We're on the verge of answering these and other
important questions
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CR/HR diagrams from hydro
simulations

9 simulations with Planck 13 cosmology, ~1000 clusters recovered
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CR/HR diagrams: good agreement
with measured ones

Selected from simulations using XCLASS cuts

Measured XCLASS HR/CR from Clerc et al. 12B

●

879 clusters recovered from simulations, 867 expected from XCLASS for the same area

●

Distributions broadly consistent: both peak at CR~ 0.04 c/s, HR ~0.7

●

Simulations have more objects with HR>1.5 and <0.5; we're investigating the reason why

●

Overall the agreement is encouraging

●

Measurements of CR/HR diagrams for XXL under way
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Conclusions and future work
●

●

●

●

●

The XXL project is using state of the art simulations (both hydro
and N-body) to characterize its selection function
We can create realistic XXL simulated images and successfully
recover input clusters from simulations
CR/HR diagrams from simulations show encouraging agreement
with measured ones
Next: use these simulations to perform other interesting studies
e.g. effect of baryons, morphological analyses, test of our
MCMC code
Work under way, results to appear in upcoming XXL papers

Stay tuned
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